Tsk..some civil servants just tend to "siam" responsibilities.

If I'm not mistaken, noise from neighbours, regardless of time, is never under the purview of the police. But the police will still come anyway (Just like cases involving snakes, and whatever found in homes)

Trust me. You should have just waited until the next day...and then tell HDB. Record/ get a video of the incident and get it done...cos the police will NOT investigate the case. But still, there is not much the HDB can do. At most, they will try mediation.

But that's about it.

Now, in my line of work, I work very very closely with the police and unfortunately, 999 is often abused by people who call about non-emergencies (like noisy neighbours, for instance). As such, officers are often deployed to non-emergency cases when they should be doing what they are supposed to do...that is, to keep crimes at bay. Hence, I repeat, 999 is FOR EMERGENCIES.

Imho, the members of a noisy household, while irritating, may not commit a crime per se.
You may of course, disagree with me, and that's fine. But I'm just telling you what I know and what police officers have told me.

U are right. This should not be under the purview of police. The police should be reserved for other more critical matters. They are definitely short handed. Police will try their best to solve on that night, but they will not follow up.

It is also not the fault of the HDB officer, because he is right too, they knock off at 5.30pm. So if we call at 11pm, their office is closed. That is why it becomes police responsibility, which should not be the case.

HDB does have a department where you can call after office hours to look into such matters. I called before. Guess what? They came, and then they observe their unit and left. When I follow up, they said their responsibility is to check if there is any reno works done after office hours. Anything noise that is not due to reno, it is outside their job responsibility. They are also not wrong, because this responsibility boundary demarcation for their department must have been drawn up by HDB board.

Whose fault? Mr Mah's.

Recently I think they are looking into this issue. HDB going to form a department to look into all these matters and enact a law to compel the offending party to mediation session.

U say wait till next day. That means whole night we can't sleep. I know it is unreasonable to call mata. But is this reasonable to us?

And I am not sure how to gather evidence. The banging and thumping is within the unit. We got no right to enter their unit with a video cam. And how to record the noise?

If we are suay to have uncivilised neighbour, they will make our live miserable. Those who are not suay enough to have such neighbour will never understand.
Whenever Nightingale posts, he is sure to create annoyance with his provocative remarks that evokes a response.

Not all foreigners are guilty. There are also many law abiding foreigners. Not all Singaporeans are saints. There are also un civic singaporeans here. I am saying in terms of probability, the likelihood of a culprit being a foreigner is higher than the likelihood of the culprit being a local.

Obviously Nightingale has no knowledge of laws of probability at all. That is why he is so defensive over the foreigners and point the whole thing to singaporeans.

When i compare beach road, rowell road and tampines, i deliberately take the area with the highest concentration and compare it with the area with low concentration so that the difference can be seen. U mention AMK, TPY, these comparisons has no statistical significance because they are at neither extreme end. Hello, u got study statistics or not? Vomit blood.

There are so many registered members, but only a few are targeted and stalked and flamed. Surely there is a reason for the selection. I believe guests don’t go around randomly selecting their targets. Those so called victims certainly has some unique characteristics that provokes flaming. Confirm this is not random selection.

When you look at the previous postings, some mentioned foreigners like Pinoys in their flats making themselves nuisance. I did not react negatively because what they said are facts. Did I react defensively? No, I did not. However, look at the way you wrote in posting #80. You are making a sweeping statement of 80% - an invalid opinion. If you are talking about random sampling, then shouldn’t you take from various locations in order to be fair, since you are making a comment on a national scale? Isn’t your selecting of 2 extremes a biased sampling? Isn’t that the term used in statistics & probability? It is just like you picking Somalia and compare it with Japan - your so-called 2 extremes. And then you go on making a sweeping statement to say a disproportionately large majority of Third World citizens are behaving like Somalis. is this fair? Is ignoring AMK, Toa Payoh, Bedok, Macpherson etc. a realistic yardstick for measuring probability on a national scale?

Of course Guests do not go randomly selecting targets to flame. That is because once their unwarranted negative statements are criticised, they take them personally & vindictively. It just happens that I am the one who is firm in dealing with trolls and they just hate my guts for rebutting them. I would not have reacted against your comments if sufficient evidence points to your theory that 80% of laundry litter culprits are foreigners. I would have shut up. Unfortunately, your skewed comments of such high percentage probability and overstating the effects of our education system hold thin water despite your very weak acknowledgement disclaimer saying that locals are also guilty.

-Guest-
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Selecting the 2 extreme areas tampines and beach road is not sampling. It is deliberately selected to isolate and analyse the effects of having too many foreigners vs having much fewer foreigners. Aiyo, do we have any statistics lecturer from poly or NUS, can please volunteer and give him a lesson on statistics? He doesn’t seem to have the ability to grasp statistics concept. Vomit blood

Everyone can just observe around your neighbourhood and see if my 80% probability is valid. Those people who are having inconsiderate neighbours, please find out about the offending neighbour and see if they are local or foreigner and judge for yourself. Please take note, i didn’t say all foreigners are uncivilised.

Nightingale

From the beginning, I already noted that you did mention that NOT all foreigners are uncivilised and some locals ARE guilty. That is not my issue. And what's the use of taking 2 extreme examples when it is a well-known fact that Third World countries have lower educational levels and lower hygiene standards? Does it bring new light to anything? I am just questioning your methodology in how you get your 80% probability

I took Statistics as a subject before in the university, so if you want to request second opinion, be my guest. Anyway, we do not need specialised mathematical / statistical calculations here. There are 3 ways of measurement to arrive at an average reflection of reality: MEAN, MEDIAN, MODE. What you have done is to take 2 extremes and arrive at the mean. This is grossly inaccurate. The MEDIAN is accurate only if there is large enough sample. So what you should be looking at is the MODE, the most frequently occurring phenomena. And you will have to include the various HDB heartlands if you want to talk about hanging laundry on bamboo poles. But instead, you brush aside these areas, claiming that they are near industrial areas and therefore have high foreigners residential ratio, and therefore implying that whatever dirty laundry will probably be caused by foreigners for 80% of the incidences. Your claim of laundry littering is based firstly on your so-called observation of extreme comparisons, and secondly on your hear-say of coffee shop gossips. You have not offered convincing evidence that this laundry littering issue is due to 80% foreigners. If you want to base your estimation of probability so arbitrarily and subjectively, then I can also turn the tables by saying that 80% of the laundry littering culprits are locals instead. Can you accept that "estimated" figure?

-Guest-
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Want to analyse foreigners behaviour : look at areas with very high foreigner concentration

Want to analyse locals behaviour : look at areas with very high concentration of locals

This is so isolates so that whatever observations can surface.

U choose AMK, TPY where there is a mixture of locals and foreigners, the observation and conclusions are not cogent and convincing. It is difficult to isolate and attribute.

So simple concept, u cannot decipher? This kind of logic does not even require statistics knowledge. Can someone please help him?

Want to look at computer products, go sim lim

Want to look at indian made products, go little india

Want to look at prostitutes, go geylang

Want to look at curtains, go joo chiat complex/tanjong pagar

Does this helps in your understanding? Aiyo, if i need to explain to u in this manner, it's not that i am mean, but it is really a total insult to your intelligence.

Nightingale

Do you still need to be reminded of what you typed in Posting #80? The issue is not HOW foreigners from Third World behave here. Every Singaporean already knows that. We are not talking about how Indian workers behave in Little India or how PRCs behave in Chinatown or Geylang. What you have posted is about the laundry littering issue - which is specific. From this specific issue, you go on to over-generalise and claim that foreigners are guilty of dirtying laundry on bamboo poles with 80% probability on a national level. That is the crux of the matter. I am questioning your methodology on how you arrive at this high percentage vis-a-vis that of the locals.
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Since you are making a generalisation on a national scale, it is only fair that you take into consideration other heartland estates where such bamboo pole hanging facilities exist together with the associated problem, rather than just zeroing in only on a couple of areas where foreigners are in high concentration - which is what statisticians call BIASED SAMPLING. With biased sampling, your generalisation is unjustified and unfair. Simple as that. You ask us to look at Beach Rd and Rowell Rd estates and make our own conclusions. But when I ask you to look at the many other HDB estates and question you whether the 80% probability rate is due to the foreigners in these estates, you reject me by saying that these areas should be excluded. So I repeat - does your rejection lead to a fair reflection of the national situation? May I remind you that you had intentionally used the context of the nation as a whole and NOT limiting yourself to any particular residential area (Beach Rd or Rowell Rd) when you made your over-generalised statement.

**Nightingale**

When i visit other countries, i don't remember seeing residents poking bamboo sticks outside their kitchen to dry laundry. They usually have a small balcony to sun clothes inside their house. Even in HK where their apartments are so small and city so dense, i don't remember seeing bamboo sticks poking out. They won't have this type of problem where upstairs throw rubbish and land on their laundry. This type of “poking bamboo sticks” is only seen here.

Locals who grow up here will usually not do such things because they themselves also hang laundry outside, and they won't want such things to happen to themselves, so they usually won't do such things to others. Besides, we are already being educated that littering is a crime punishable with a fine. Culprits most likely is foreigners, usually from developing countries, though not 100% absolute, but chances are 80%. In their own countries, they don't have such habit of hanging their laundry outside, so they won't understand how it feels like to have curry rice on their clean clothes.

For your benefit, I have cut & paste your posting here. Ignore the first para, which is irrelevant to our argument. Read the second paragraph.

The first sentence reads “Locals who grow up here … We are already being educated”. This is a presumptuous sentence which forms the second bone I want to pick with you. But for now, let's concentrate on the first bone of contention, which springs from your next sentence

“Culprits most likely is foreigners, usually from developing countries, though not 100% absolute, but chances are 80%”
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So what are the implications of this sentence?

1. It refers to any housing estate where there is hanging of bamboo sticks.

2. It does not limit to any particular area – be it Beach Rd or Rowell Rd, which are not mentioned in this paragraph nor the previous one. It is a broad statement referring to the nation as a whole.

3. Regardless of any area, about 80% of the chances are that the culprits who commit the offence are foreigners.

This is the interpretation of anyone reading your paragraph. If you should have a different interpretation of your paragraph, do let me know.

---

**IkuTube**

Guys, it has been (from the last few posts) an interesting information. But let us stick to the topic to discuss on the plight of having inconsiderate neighbours whether the neighbour is a local owned or tenanted to locals and/or foreigners. Fact remains, to live next/above/below an inconsiderate neighbour can be a nightmare.

This thread is created for one to vent out with the hope that there is a solution. Let's focus on the ugly behaviours deemed 'inconsiderate' created by our so-called 'neighbours' with an end result that a solution is possible.

---

**Nightingale**

**Part 2**

In Posting #97. I wrote about my upstairs neighbouring unit making noises in the wee hours of the morning, and that it was a policeman who did the trick to stop the nuisance. However, months later, another source of noise pollution occurred, this time from my downstairs neighbour. Banging vibrations started at 5 a.m. I went downstairs to its closed door & put my ear on it. I could confirm that the sounds came from that unit.
I did not knock its door immediately but waited till the day was bright. Then I went downstairs again to approach its next-door neighbour to get confirmation. A 70-year-old lady appeared. I asked, "Auntie, didn't you hear loud banging at 5 a.m. on many mornings?" She denied it. Impossible! It was her very next door unit! Then something in her eyes gave her away. She gave me a dirty look from the corner of her eye. In other words, she had lied! She was afraid of getting involved in a conflict with her next door. She & her family would rather grin and bear it! Since I could not get any support, I decided to knock on the problematic household door. Unlike my upstairs neighbours who denied everything and blamed her upstairs neighbour instead, this downstairs neighbour actually admitted to mincing meat on the chopping board. I told this stocky man in his 40s my problem but he brushed it off. Needless to say, the noise continued in subsequent mornings.

I had no choice but to write to the HDB. Fortunately, this time it worked and I need not write another letter to the police. Although the mincing continued, it was muffled, so I guess that man must have used several thick layers of cloth to do his mincing. Everything went well for a couple of years. And then trouble resumed with my upstairs neighbour. The same old familiar splashing of water and dragging of furniture plus running footsteps. Although this time they did not start at 3 a.m., it was equally annoying for they went from midnight to 1 a.m. Extremely infuriated, I marched upstairs and knocked onto its door. They refused to open the door and I had to bang doubly hard in rapid succession, waking up the dog from its neighbouring unit, causing it to bark a few times. The culprit's household door finally opened. I was astonished to find it no longer the same family! The previous family had moved out. From the way the man spoke his English, I guessed he must be a PR. Then I saw his 3 or 4-year-old girl. Immediately I knew who was causing all the running footsteps. I told him the problem and the same thing as the previous owner, he denied it. His wife came out into the living room and also claimed that they were fast asleep. I told them I would report them to the police if the problem persisted. Then I left.

Edited by Nightingale, 20 January 2014 - 05:15 PM.

keyboard

I wished I had your balls.

I, light sleeper. Furniture dragger. If they want to drag furniture, can't they buy rubber shoes for it. Every morning drag like they live in bungalow.

alien
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Think the only solution is to stay on the top level next time when u move hse, then u wld not hear furniture dragging sound. Haha.

-bearbear-

Manage to speak to the Constituency Director of my smc, she is willing to help me to forward my email to HDB to follow up with the neighbour on top. I told her to hold on for the time being cos the noise became lower after i yelled at her over the window 2 mornings ago that if she don't stop her nonsense, i will have no choice but to call the police or email Member of Parliament for help. Although now still some small noises, but i can choose to ignore, cos i can't expect total silent during day time. As for night, is rather peaceful since the yelling. I am keeping my fingers crossed.....

Things didnt get well even tiil now. Sigh.... HDB can even reply that we sometime have to be tolerance towards one and another as we are staying in HDB... Really got nothing to say.

Below is her new stunt :

https://www.flickr.com/photos/123599470@N07/

If 1 day, my MP from the white shirt loses the election, blame HDB, the representative from there is so non proactive, have to call him to get updates and even when he came to my house, he claims that he knock onto my door but no one response and i told him off that i left him with my mobile why is it impossible for him to call me. So if my MP loses the election in 2016, please blame HDB and not the voters. The representatives from the relevant department is not able to deliver what is promise....

-victim-

So if my MP loses the election in 2016, please blame HDB and not the voters. The representatives from the relevant department is not able to deliver what is promise....

The government may be doing a good job but whatever good done is easily UNDONE by their civil servants.
A smoker from my unit below is having complete freedom to smoke in areas clearly defined as prohibited in NEA's website.

My written complaints to NEA were useless.

In one of my phone calls to them, this is what I took away with me: YOU HAVE TO FEND FOR YOUSELF. WE DO NOT WORK 24/7.

My windows and door have to be shut all the time.

"So if my MP loses the election in 2016, please blame HDB and not the voters. The representatives from the relevant department is not able to deliver what is promise...."

In my case, it is NEA.

-Guest-

How about those stupid loud and noisy funeral wakes and getai with papers burning patches on the ground, those stupid noisy chants that lead to nowhere and those horrible sounding bands! In Hong Kong, these are not allowed in the public, it is to be in the funeral parlors and no religious practice to be held in any estates! Even the dead and their families here does not allow peace to the living who needs to sleep in the day! No need to guess where these dead will be after death, definitely in hell for disturbances created to the living!!

-The Disturb-

-bearbear-: Our family encountered the same situation as you. It all started many years ago when a cuckoo-couple (this is what we term/label them!) moved to live above our unit. The lady smoke at the kitchen window, flicked ashes into our kitchen and threw down the lighted cigarettes that eventually caused burn-marks on our clothing. Initially, we went up to talk nicely to them but she turned to deaf ear and continued such dangerous acts. Eventually, the police was called in to resolve the matter. I know she does not concede in the wrong as she insisted that there was no cause fire.
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The next hell thing from her was her carrying out of packaging works in one of the bedrooms in the middle of the night from 1am to 5.30am every day from Mon to Fri for nearly a year. Her neighbour told me that she is on Motherhood selling infancy products. According to HDB, she claimed she had to watch over her kid (only 1 kid at this time) during the day and could only do packing in the wee hours after the kid fell asleep. And the dumb-ass HDB junior lady said that she could not do anything since the noise was made within the owner's unit. I went further to complain to a senior HDB officer and don't know what happen, the cuckoo-husband came down not to apologise but insisted that the packing was not noisy and we should inform them in future should there be any noise again. I told him that had they been considerate and exercise common-sense, there would not be any need to knock on their door. Anyway, these are senseless, shameless and unculture people!

Two years ago, her hell-mother came over to look after the two kids and hell worsened to another level! I caught her telling her mother about us complaining to the police. Since then, the hell-mother hanged out wet and undrain laundry (seriously, there was no attempt at all to drain/squeeze the water from the laundry - it was so bad!). When I informed the hell-mother of the wet laundry and to my surprise, this shameless elderly exclaimed in Mandarin that "just water only, no big deal". Finally, we stopped hanging out our laundry and let the unit below to deal with the water-drench laundry issue. One fine day, there was a heated row in early morning (before 7am) as the dumb-ass mother washed and brought out drench curtains. Don't know what powerful weapon the neighbour below did that eventually, the dripping stopped!

Now, the next provocative act by the hell-mother is to overhang both their shipyard coverall that dropped onto my window. Several of my neighbours also told us that the hell-mother even overhanged bedsheets that completely shadowed our windows. I had once took a photo of the incident in my phone but lost this piece of evidence when my phone was lost.

These people are the 'social nuisance' as what Minister K Shangmugan said and Singapore needs to come up new legislation to deal with them, so that they will be civic-minded and considerate to people living around especially in public housing. Before this, we can only endure and live at the mercy of these people.

-george-

To the who posted on 17th may, u are very rude!
You label those funeral chants n band as stupid. U cursed the dead to hell. Please be kind and more tolerant.

I m not a supporter of funeral band or joss paper, but I dont label them, I dont curse them. This is a civilised multi cultural society.

-Amendment to my post above:
First line shld read "to the guest who posted on 7th may, u are very rude ..."-

-Two years ago, her hell-mother came over to look after the two kids and hell worsened to another level! I caught her telling her mother about us complaining to the police. Since then, the hell-mother hanged out wet and undrain laundry (seriously, there was no attempt at all to drain/squeeze the water from the laundry - it was so bad!). When I informed the hell-mother of the wet laundry and to my surprise, this shameless elderly exclaimed in Mandarin that "just water only, no big deal". Finally, we stopped hanging out our laundry and let the unit below to deal with the water-drench laundry issue. One fine day, there was a heated row in early morning (before 7am) as the dumb-ass mother washed and brought out drench curtains. Don't know what powerful weapon the neighbour below did that eventually, the dripping stopped!

One way is to request help from your neighbour two level up to hang up wet laundry when theirs are about to try..so they will feel how annoying it could be.

-This is Singapore and if we happen to live in public housing i.e., HDB estate, we have to accept the different ethnic activities throughout the year. My place at Potong Pasir is no different..

I have an Indian temple barely 100 metres away, St. Andrew's students hanging around the football court daily, the construction of the new annex to the community club downstairs. Complaint... to who? I chose to live with it... Understanding and accepting our neighbours - even the weird ones, the troublesome ones... all come in all shapes and sizes. Don't quarrel with them. After all, our flat is our place of solace. peace...resting place after a long day of work and "xian" office colleagues...why stress ourselves further, leh?
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alien

If afraid of wet laundry, best is to stay the highest floor, then no one can disturb u.

thorzguy

I have a "singer" neighbor. She loves to sing loudly (although she does sing well, but no thank you at late night and early morning talentime). She also likes to laugh loudly, those kind of wayang laughter... 😐

She also has a problem with her TV volume. She and her brother, (sometimes with the father) could be watching TV in the bedroom (my bedroom is linked wall to wall with their's). Called the police once and back to square one after that. The best method? Bang on the wall and it works! Immediate reduction of volume of her singing and/or the TV.

The blessing? She is currently employed and sometimes can be away for days. No, i do not miss her singing and TV. 😊

bluemarlin

If afraid of wet laundry, best is to stay the highest floor, then no one can disturb u.

seem like wet laundry is a common problem to HDB dwellers. My block always got water droplets from 5th to the top floor. And I realised all are old women housewife. Just don't understand why do they do this. They are housewives for life they should know this. 2@$#&^%***&2g?..>

-th56-

seem like wet laundry is a common problem to HDB dwellers. My block always got water droplets from 5th to the top floor. And I realised all are old women housewife. Just don’t understand why do they do this. They are housewives for life they should know this. 2@$#&^%***&2g?..>
If afraid of wet laundry, best is to stay the highest floor, then no one can disturb u.

One way is to request help from your neighbour two level up to hang up wet laundry when theirs are about to try...so they will feel how annoying it could be.

I had a neighbours who do exactly what mentioned above especially when my clothes about to dry, then she hangs her China made black lingerie, all dripping wet dripping down.

what I did was to use a video camera shoot her wet laundry dripping from her floor down to the units that her wet laundry causes other people's unit clothes, then i shoot video of her front door showing her unit number, then I burn the videos to CD-R and DVDs, put it in an envelope, then label it addressed to YOUTUBE, and then drop it in her postbox, later on she go the message, then she only hang dry clothes out to dry and hang her dripping wet clothes only where the aircon compressor ledge is, so that it will not wet other people's clothes anymore

---

-Guest-  
Posted 04 June 2014 - 05:10 PM

Haha good idea...or label it addressed to STOMP

---

-Auntie Lucy-  
Posted 10 June 2014 - 06:30 PM

I noticed more and more young aunties now don't have to work. They can't find job, don't want to work or simply too engrossed looking after babies, dogs, or sleeping at home. I almost always see them everyday, everywhere, chit-chatting around in groups. Sometime their loitered alone, early in the morning, sometime late evening, most of the time in group in the afternoon. I mean, they are probably in their late 30s to early 50s. I am sure it is still a productive age to the economy right? why ain't they working and spend so much productive hours handling with their dogs?
alien

Cld be their husband earn big bucks enough for them to stay hm and no need to work?!

-Auntie Lucy-

Cld be their husband earn big bucks enough for them to stay hm and no need to work?!
No leh, they mostly stay in HDB 3-room or 4-room flat I noticed. If hushand rich, stay in condominium or landed property already. Besides, HDB so small, but keep dogs?

-Guest-

No leh, they mostly stay in HDB 3-room or 4-room flat I noticed. If hushand rich, stay in condominium or landed property already. Besides, HDB so small, but keep dogs?
The dogs will be useful when the husbands are busy making money and not at home all the time ..........

-Guest-

How to you deal with your neighbor when his dog barks non stop? Sometimes also cries like a wolf!
I feel like leaving a nice piece of steak laden with xxx for the dog!

alien

No leh, they mostly stay in HDB 3-room or 4-room flat I noticed. If hushand rich, stay in condominium or landed property already. Besides, HDB so small, but keep dogs?

Stay in 3 or 4 rm hdb doesnt 100% mean they are poor. Hdb allow owner to keep one dog only.
How to you deal with your neighbor when his dog barks non stop? Sometimes also cries like a wolf!
I feel like leaving a nice piece of steak laden with xxx for the dog!
If the whole block complaint on tht unit, the authority cld step in to do something to improve the suitation.
But if only u alone complaint the dog, dun think it wld change anything but u just need to endure the barking.

Stay in 3 or 4 rm hdb doesnt 100% mean they are poor. Hdb allow owner to keep one dog only.
The problem is one unit one dog, the dog breed, give to the next unit, and than it adds on. Why I think so because all these aunties have similar bred dogs and color. When one barked, the rest follows like orchestra. How annoying can that be.

The problem is one unit one dog, the dog breed, give to the next unit, and than it adds on. Why I think so because all these aunties have similar bred dogs and color. When one barked, the rest follows like orchestra. How annoying can that be.

Haha, tis is called gd things must share with others ma!

Haha, tis is called gd things must share with others ma!
Ya, including bad mouthing other gay people in the block.
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No choice, no matter where u go here, gay pple still 'unwelcome' by many pple in sg.

-Guest-
Posted 13 June 2014 - 11:21 PM

If the whole block complaint on tht unit, the authority cld step in to do something to improve the suitation. But if only u alone complaint the dog, dun think it wld change anything but u just need to endure the barking.

Easier to just get rid of it!

-Advice needed-
Posted 17 November 2014 - 07:02 PM

Always faced this nuisance aunties at the void deck. Everyday they got this "gossip" gathering on the same time. Sometime, they even brought with them portluck so that they can all eat and talk at the same time. Void deck became their picnic place and when they gathered, they can talk non-stop for more than two hours. They don't have to cook for their children, their husband? It was every evening time. It started from 5pm and last until 7.30pm. The voice can be heard from the 12th storey. I noticed they have the resilient power to meet every day without fail, storm or shine. If Singapore have sandstorm like china, it won't get rid of this San Ku Liu Po too. Anyway to scare these regular nuisance pests at the void deck? If a gay guy walked pass, they will all stare and star to whisper among themselves. Bloody freaky situaion you want to avoid.

give each of them a vibrating dildo this xmas 😄
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Always faced this nuisance aunties at the void deck. Everyday they got this "gossip" gathering on the same time. Sometime, they even brought with them portluck so that they can all eat and talk at the same time. Void deck became their picnic place and when they gathered, they can talk non-stop for more than two hours. They don't have to cook for their children, their husband? It was every evening time. It started from 5pm and last until 7.30pm. The voice can be heard from the 12th storey. I noticed they have the resilient power to meet every day without fail, storm or shine. If Singapore have sandstorm like china, it won't get rid of this San Ku Liu Po too. Anyway to scare these regular nuisance pests at the void deck? If a gay guy walked pass, they will all stare and star to whisper among themselves. Bloody freaky situation you want to avoid.

the aunties are too free...maybe they are from the same kompong before ? wow! they have gaydar to tell which guy is gay ah ?